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INTRODUCTION 
THE MAIN PURPOSE of this paper is to give a simple and unified new proof of the Witten rigidity 
theorems, which were conjectured by Witten and first proved by Taubes [25], Bott-Taubes 
[S], Hirzebruch Cl23 and Krichever [15]. Our proof shows that the modular invariance, 
which is the intrinsic symmetry of elliptic genera, actually implies their rigidity. Some new 
properties of elliptic genera and their relationships with theta-functions are also discussed. 
We remark that our proof makes essential uses of the new feature of loop groups and 
loop spaces, the modular invariance. We note that, with the help of the modular group, we 
can catch the topological information on loop space by simply working on finite-dimen- 
sional manifold. By developing this idea further, in [21] we have proved the rigidity of the 
Dirac operator on loop space twisted by higher-level loop group representations, while the 
Witten ridigity theorems are the special cases of level 1. Many topological vanishing 
theorems are also derived in [21] by refining the argument in this paper, especially an 
‘&-vanishing theorem for loop space. In [19] modular invariance is used again to establish 
a general miraculous cancellation formula, relating the Hirzebruch L-form to certain 
twisted ‘&-forms, which has many interesting topological results as consequences. These 
results were announced in [20]. 
Let X be a smooth compact spin manifold admitting a circle action and P be an elliptic 
operator on X commuting with the action. Then both the kernel and the cokernel of P are 
S’-modules. The Lefschetz number, or the character-valued index of P at g E S’, is defined 
to be 
FP(g) = tr le Ker P - tr(,Coker P E R(S’) 
where R&S’) is the character ing of the S’-modules. We say that P is rigid with respect o 
this S’-action, if Fp(g) is independent of g. 
Example 0.1. The signature operator, denoted by d,, is rigid. The reason is that both of 
its kernel and cokemel are subspaces of the deRham cohomology group H* (X, R) on which 
S’ always induces a trivial action. 
Example 0.2. The Dirac operator D is rigid. This is a theorem of Atiyah and Hirzebruch 
[3]. To help the reader gain some flavor of rigidity, we give the sketch of their proof. For 
simplicity, let us restrict to the isolated fixed point case. 
Let g = e2rit E S’ be a generator of the action group and {p] c X be the set of fixed 
points. Let 
TXI,=El@.v.@Ek, k=idimK 
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be the decomposition of the tangent bundle into sum of the S-invariant 2-planes when 
restricted to the fixed points. Assume that g acts on Ej by ezximj*. We call (mj> c 2 the 
exponents of TX at the fixed point p. Choose the orientations of Ej’s compatibly with the 
orientation of X. Then a simple application of the Lefschetz fixed point formula in [2,4] 
gives us 
where z = eznir. On the other hand, we know that F&) is the character of a finite- 
dimensional virtual S’-module, so 
Comparing the two expressions of F,(g), we easily see that Fa(g) can be extended to 
a homomorphic function on Cu co; therefore is a constant. 
Around 1982, motivated by physics, Witten proved the rigidity of the twisted Dim 
operator D 44 TX for compact homogeneous spin manifolds, Using equivariant cobordism, 
Landweber and Stong were able to obtain a series of rigidity theorems for odd-type 
semi-free circle actions. Their work, together with those of Ochanine and Chudnovskys, 
directly lead to the discovery of elliptic genus, 
In [26], Witten introduced a series of elements in K(X)[[q”2]] where 4 = ehir, with 
o in the upper half-plane, is a parameter. Indices of the Dirac operator twisted by these 
elements are the signature, ‘&genus or the Euler characteristic of the loop space of X. 
Surprisingly, the elliptic genus of Landweber-Stong happens to be the index of one of these 
elliptic operators. Motivated by physics, Witten conjectured that these elliptic operators 
should be rigid. More precisely, Iet 
OhfTX) = ~)nm_lA,n(TXf~~=tSP~(TX) 
@*(TX) = ~,“=lA_*“-L/z(TX)~3,m=1Sqm(TX) 
&,(7-X) = ~3,“,1A,.-1/2(TX)~,m=*S~m(TX). 
Here for a vector bundle E, 
S,(E) = 1 + tE + t2S2E + .-- 
h,(E) = 1 + tE + t2A2E + ... 
are, respectively, the symmetric and wedge operations in K(X)[[t]]. Note that O_, is 
obtained from 0, by replacing q”* with -q’j2. 
Furthermore, let I/ be a real vector bundle on X with structure group Spin(21) and 
@b(TXI F) = @)nm=rAfl*(F) @z=iSam(TX) 
O,(TXlI’) = ~nm=iA_4a-t/t(V)~~=1S,,(TX) 
O-,(TXIV) = ~~==,i\_,~-li~(~)~~=,S~~fTX) 
O;(TXlV) = @;==iA_q,z(V) @,,“&(TX). 
These O’s are called the Witten elements, Let pl( .)sl denote the first S’-equivarient 
Pontrjagin class and A(V) = A- (I’) @ A+ (V) be the spinor bundle of V, then we have the 
folIowing theorem. 
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THEOREM A (Witten rigidity theorem for spin manifolds). (a) For a spin manifold 
X, d, 8 @i(TX), D @I O,(TX) and D @I O_,(TX) are rigid. 
(b) 1. the action lifts to V and pz(J+ = p1 (X),1, then D @ A(V) @ Oh(TX 1 V), 
D@@+(v) - A-(V))@ @:(TXI V), D@ O,(TXI V) and 06 O_,(TXI V) are rigid. 
Witten also made conjectures for almost complex manifolds. Let X be a smooth 
compact almost complex manifold of complex dimension k with an S’-action. Let W be 
a complex vector bundle, i.e. a real vector bundle with complex structure, of complex 
dimension 1, on X. Let y = e2rria be a complex number and 
O;(TX) = @;&&y-lqn7”‘X 0nm=1A_Y4”T’X~)nm=1S4”T’X @;&S,,T”X 
O;(TXIW)= 0~=lA-y-~q”W”~~=,A_Y4”W’~~=,S4”T’X~~=1S4”T”X 
where 
TX@C= T’X@T”X, W@C= WI@ W” 
are the decompositions of the complexified bundles. Here T’X is the holomorphic part and 
T”X denotes its complex dual. Also let K = det T’X and L = det W’. 
Assume that the S’-action lifts to W and preserves the complex structures of X and W. 
Let adenote the anti-holomorphic differential operator and N be a positive integer, then we 
have the following theorem. 
THEOREM B (Witten rigidity theorem for almost complex manifolds) (a) For an 
almost complex manifold X with cl(X) E 0 (mod N), the operator 88 O,“(TX) is rigid for 
y = e2xicc an Nth root of unity. If cl(X) = 0, then a@~ O,“(TX) is rigid for any complex 
number y. 
(b) If PI(X)P = PI(W)SI, wz(X) = wz(W) and cl(W) ~0 (modN), then a@ 
(K- ’ @ I,)“’ @I Oi(TX I W) is rigid for y = e2ria an Nth root of unity. If cl(W) = 0, 
a@ (K- ’ @ L)“’ 8 Oz(TXI W) is rigid for any complex number y. 
We actually have more rigidity theorems in this case, see the discussions in Section 2, 
especially Proposition 2.1. 
These theorems can be viewed as the loop space analogues of the rigidity of the signature 
operator, the &operator and the Euler characteristic operator on finite-dimensional mani- 
folds. They were first proved by Taubes, then by Bott-Taubes [S] for spin manifolds, by 
Hirzebruch [12] for almost complex manifolds with cl = 0 (mod N) and by Krichever [lS] 
for almost complex manifolds with cl = 0. The proof for D @I (A’(V) - A-(V)) @ 
0: (TX I V) and a@ (K- 1 @L)“’ 8 Oi( TX I W) is only sketched by Witten and not given 
by the above authors. The rigidity of those elliptic operators in Proposition 2.1 is first 
discussed here. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we prove the rigidity theorems for spin 
manifolds. In Section 2 we prove the rigidity theorems for almost complex manifolds. In 
Section 3 we discuss the virtual versions of the above elliptic genera. Technically, the virtual 
versions allow us to unify the arguments in a very clean way and to degenerate lliptic 
genera to the singular fibers of some elliptic modular surfaces. In these sections a key role is 
played by the classical Jacobi theta-functions. 
We construct elliptic genera of level 1 in Section 4, for both spin manifolds and almost 
complex manifolds with cl = 0 (mod N). This is a try to solve a problem of Landweber in 
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[ 171. But these genera are not multiplicative. Some generalizations of the rigidity theorems 
and some general remarks about elliptic genera are also given in this section. Then in 
Section 5 we extend the arguments to the general fixed point case by verifying the 
transformation formulas needed in the above sections. In Section 6 we collect some results 
relating the universal elliptic genera considered by Landweber-Stong, Ochanine and 
Witten to some classical elliptic functions. We find that the characteristic series of these 
universal elliptic genera have been very well studied in pure elliptic function theory. 
Especially interesting is that the characteristic series of the three universal elliptic genera are 
exactly the three root functions in [8]. We note that Bott and Taubes [S] and Hirzebruch 
[ 131 have also briefly discussed this point from slightly different point of view. One can see 
from our discussion that the ridigity, the functional equations and many other properties of 
the three niversal elliptic genera are actually the consequences of their theta-function 
expressions. 
As in [S, 121, we also use the Atiyah-Bott-Segal-Singer Lefschetz fixed point formula, 
but replace the technical transfer argument by considering modular transformations. It is 
interesting to note that in our proof we do not need to consider any local behavior of the 
exponents of the fixed points which is essential. to the argument in [S, 12,151. The 
topological conditions in the rigidity theorems are used to show that the elliptic operators 
in there all satisfy some modular properties under the actions of SL,(Z), which are much 
easier to verify. These modular properties are the essential reasons for the rigidity. This 
observation makes it possible for us to prove that, under some natural condition, the Dirac 
operator on loop space twisted by higher-level loop group representations are also rigid. 
Note that all of the elliptic operators discussed here, except hose generalizations in Section 
5 which are some special higher-level cases, are of level 1 (see [21]). This brings the 
characters of affine Lie algebras into play. In some sense our proof gives some flavor of 
infinite-dimensional geometry. More precisely, we can say that the geometry of loop space 
should be some kind of “modular geometry”. We expect an explanation of our proof from 
physics, especially from conformal field theory. 
1. THE PROOF OF THE RIGIDITY THEOREM FOR SPIN MANIFOLDS 
In this section, X is a compact smooth spin manifold of dimension 2k with an S’-action 
and I/ is an equivariant spin bundle of rank 21 on it. We first consider the isolated fixed 
point case. Let 
e3(u,T) = c fi (1 + qn-1/2e2ni”) fi (1 + q”-1’2e-2ni”) 
n=1 n=l 
e2tu, 7) = c fi (1 + qn-1j2e2rri”) fi (1 + q”-l/‘e -2ni”) 
II=1 PI=1 
Ol (0, T) = cq’/8 eni” no1 (1 + q”e2ni”) fi (1 + q”e -2xi”) 
n=l 
qu, T) = cq I/* &inn0 fi (1 _ qne2%iv) fi (1 _ qne -2niu) 
n=1 n=l 
be the classical Jacobi theta-functions (see [7]), where c = l-l:= 1 (1 - q”) and q = eZair 
with z E H, the upper half-plane. Let {mj}, as in the introduction, be the exponents 
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of TX and 
k el(mjt9 T) 
F4(t, T, = i-kc fl qmjt, T) 
p j=l 
Then the Lefschetz fixed point formula of Atiyah-Bott-Segal-Singer tells us that 
F&(t, r) = the Lefschetz number of d, @ Oi(TX) 
F,(t, z) = qek’* *the Lefschetz number of D 8 O,(TX) 
F_,(t, T) = qek/*.the Lefschetz number of D @I O_,(TX). 
Let 
be the corresponding equivariant decomposition of V restricted to p. We denote the 
exponents of V at p by {n,}, i.e. g acts on L, by e2xinJ. Let us write the Lefschetz numbers of 
D 69 A(V) @ C$(TXI V), D @I O,(TXI V), D 63 O_,(TXI V) and D @I (A’(V) - A-(V)) 
63 O:(TXI V), as q(k-1)/8 F,L(t, T), qk”, FL(t, z), qk/*, F!,(t, z) and q(k-r)3*F~,(t, z), respec- 
tively. Then we have 
Considered as functions of (t, r), we can obviously extend these F’s and F”‘s to 
meromorphic functions on C x H. The Witten rigidity theorems are equivalent o that these 
F’s and F “s are independent of t. First we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.1: (a) Fd,(t, r), F,(t, z) and F-o(t, T) are invariant under the action 
U:t+t+az+b 
for a, b E 22. 
(b) If PI W)sl = PI (-UP, then FI(t, r), FL@, 4, F!,(t, 2) and Fi.(t, 2) are inoariant 
under U. 
Proof: We have the following transformation formulas of theta-functions [7]: 
e(t + 1,~) = -e(t, r), e(t + 7,~) = -q-llze -2xite(t, 7) 
e,(t + I,z)= -e,(t,r), e,(t +,,,)=q-1’2e-2nicel(t,~) 
e,(t + 1,~) =e,(t, 7), e,(t + 7, Z) = -q-1’2e -2rite2(t, 7) 
e,(t + 1,~) =e3(t, T), e,(t + T, T) = -q-1’2e -2nite3(t, t), 
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Using these formulas one can easily check that for (a, b) E (2Z)2, 
e,(mj(t + UT + b), 7) = e - nim;(a2r + “‘) 8+e(mjt, T) 
for 8, = f3,8i, e2, e3 which implies (a) of the lemma. For (b) one only needs to note that the 
conditon pi (X),1 = p1 (V),I implies that 
for every fixed point. In fact when localized at one fixed point p, p1 (X),1 and p1 (I’),1 have 
expressions Cj mfu2 and &n?u2, respectively. Here u is the generator of the equivariant 
cohomology of p, HzL (p, Z). q 
This lemma tells us that for fixed r these F’s and 3’“‘s are meromorphic functions on the 
torus C/2Z x 222. Therefore, to get the 
holomorphic in t. We will actually prove 
Given 
/a 
rigidity we only need to prove that they are 
that they are holomorphic in (t, z) on C x H. 
d” ESL2(Z) 
> 
define its modular transformation on C x H by 
This defines a group action. Obviously two generators of SL,(Z), 
s=(; -;), *=(; :) 
act by 
) T(t, 7) = (t, 7 + 1). 
LEMMA 1.2. (a) Under the actions of S and T, we have, up to certain multiples of eighth 
root of unity, 
= F,(t, 7), J’d.(t,7 + 1) = Fd.(t, 7) 
= F-At, 7), F,(t, 7 + 1) = F_,(t, 7). 
F:(t, 7 + 1) = F,Y(t, 7) 
F;(t, 7 + 1) = F!,(t, 7) 
FL. (t, 7 + 1) = F;. (t, 7). 
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ProoJ We have the following transformation formulas of the Jacobi theta-functions: 
see [7]. 
The lemma easily follows from these formulas. Note that for (b) one needs the condition 
xi mj = 1, nf for each fixed point which is a consequence of p1 (V)sl = p1 (X), 1 as dis- 
cussed above. Cl 
This lemma tells us that modulo some constants the two complex vector spaces panned 
by the F’s and by the F”‘s are stable under the actions of SL,(Z). These give rise to 
projective representations of SL2 (2). 
The following lemma is actually Proposition 6.1 in [S] and is proved by an argument 
similar to the discussion of Example 2. 
LEMMA 1.3. Zf X and V are spin, then all of the F’s and FV’s above are holomorphic in (t, z) 
for t E R and T E H. 
Proof. Let z = e2Zit. In the following we view these F’s and F”‘s as meromorphic 
functions of two complex variables (z, 4). Note that their possible poles on Iz1 = 1 are all 
independent of 4. 
By looking at each term in the summations of the fixed point formulas, one can easily see 
that, in the domain 
D,: Iql”N < IZI < IqyT 0 < 141 < 1 
where N = max,.jlmjl, these F’s and F”‘s have expansions of the form 
4 -” .F, b,(z)@’ 
where a is an integer and {b,(z)} are rational functions of z which can only have poles on the 
unit circle I z I = 1 c DN. On the other hand, one can expand the o’s in the introduction into 
formal power series of the form 
with R, E K(X). Apply Lefschetz fixed point formula to each R,, we get that, for IzI = 1, 
each b,,(z) is the Lefschetz number of an elliptic operator. This implies that 
N(n) 
b,(z) = c amnzm 
m=-N(n) 
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for N(n) some positive integer depending on n. Since both sides are analytic functions of z, 
this equality holds for any z E C. 
On the other hand, multiply these F’s and F”‘s by 
f(z) = fl fj (1 - Z’“‘) 
p j=l 
we get holomorphic functions; therefore, convergent power series expansions of the form 
Ps .g, C”(Z)@ 
/ 
with {c,(z)} polynomial functions in D N. Comparing the above two expansions, one gets 
that for each n the equality 
G (4 = f(z) b” (4 
holds. So by the weierstrass preparation theorem or the weak Hilbert Nullstellensatz (see 
[lo, Chapter l]), we deduce that 
4 -o’* f, b,(z)q” = q-“* 
, 
is holomorphic in DN. Obviously, the domain in Lemma 1.3 is contained in DN. cl 
For a different proof of this lemma, see [ 13, Appendix III]. Also H. Miller informed me 
of a proof by M. Ando. Recently, S. Ochanine told me that he has a different argument. 
For the rigidity of the F’s, this lemma is the only essential place where we need the spin 
condition on X, which ensures the existence of the Dirac operator D, therefore the existence 
of D @I O,(TX) and D @I O_,(TX) and D ~$3 O_,(TX), to prove that these F’s do not have 
poles for t E R. While for the F”‘s, the condition p1 (V)sl = pr (X),1 is crucially needed in 
Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2. But the spin condition on V is only essentially needed in Lemma 1.3. 
Now we are ready to prove the Witten rigidity theorem for spin manifolds: 
As easily seen from their expressions, the general polar divisors of the F’s and F”‘s in 
C x H are of the form t = (n(cr + d))/l with n, c, d, 1 integers and (c, d) = 1. We can always 
find integers a, b such that ud - bc = 1. Then take 
which induces the action 
dz - b 
-cz+a > 
where F is one of the F’s of F”‘s. It is easy to see that, if t = n(cz + d)/l is the polar divisor of 
F(t, z), one polar divisor of F(g(t, 2)) is given by 
d7 - b 
-cr+afd > 
which exactly gives t = n/l. This contradictions Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3. Since by Lemma 1.2, 
up to some constant, F(g(t, 7)) is still one of the F’s of F”‘s, and by Lemma 1.3 all of them 
are holomorphic for t E R. 
This, together with the transformation formulas for general fixed point case in Section 5, 
proves the Witten rigidity theorem for spin manifolds. Cl 
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We remark that for the definition of D @ A(V) @ Oi(TX 1 V) we only need 
wz(X) = w2(V), but for its rigidity we need the condition w2(X) = w2(V) = 0. The reason 
is that one needs this stronger condition to define its modular transformations 
D~,O,(TXIV)andD~O_,(TXIV).ForD8(A’(V)-A-(I/))~O:(TXIT/),thecon- 
dition w2(X) = w2(V) is enough, since it is invariant under the action of SL,(Z). 
2. ALMOST COMPLEX MANIFOLDS 
Let X be a compact smooth almost complex manifold with an S’-action and W be 
a complex vector bundle on it with w2(X) = w2(X). Note that this is equivalent to the 
condition cl(W) = cl(X) (mod 2). Assume that the S’-action lifts to W and preserves the 
complex structures of X and W. Let us consider the isolated fixed point case first. 
Let {mj} be the exponents of T’X and {n,} be the exponents of W’. Here T’X and W’ 
are as in the introduction. For convenience, we take a = l/N and denote the Lefschetz 
numbers of $@Oi(TX) and c?@(K-’ C3 L)“‘@@,“(TXI W) by F”(t, r) and 
q(k-1)/8F$(t, r), respectively; then 
Recall that dim X = k, dim W = 1 and y = eZria. 
First note that, as in the spin case, p1 (W),, = p1 (X),1 implies the equality C, nf = 1 j mf 
for each fixed point. 
LEMMA 2.1. F”(t, z) and, if pl (X),1 = p1 (W)p also Fb(t, z) are inuczriant under the action 
of 
t+t+az+b 
for a, b E NZ. 
Proof. Using the transformation formulas of the Jacobi theta-functions and the equality 
xi rni = 1, nz for each fixed point, it is easy to prove that 
IIl=, Qn,(r + r) + a, 4 
= ’ 
_EV”V fll= 1 Ww + 6 4 
J&, e(mj(t + z), z) lJfzl &mjt,d . 
Since by the assumption, yN = 1, one has F”(t + Nr, r) = F(t, z) and F&(t + Nz, z) = 
G(r, r). 
The proofs of F”(t + 1, z) = F”(t, T) and Fk(t + 1, r) = Fk(t, z) are very simple. 0 
Let US introduce tW0 dtXfM?ntS @i@‘+d)( TX) and @~(cTfd)( TX I W) Which are the same 
as O;(TX) and O:(TX ( W), but replacing the parameter a by a(cz + d). Let 
F”(t, 7)’ = the Lefschetz number of 88 Kc” 0 @:‘c’+d)(TX) 
Fb(t, z)c = q(‘-k)‘8 * the Lefschetz number of d@ L’” @I (K- ’ @ L)“2 @ @f’c’+d)(TX I W). 
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Recall that K = det T’X, L = det W’. It is easy to show that 
k b(mjt + a(cr + d), Z) 
~a(~, q = y-W2 C ,2~i~a~~m~t n 
P j=l f?(mjt, 4 
F;(~, q =: y-1/2 c e2nicaCp nd n;= 1 e(n,t + U(CT + d), 7) 
P n:=l 8fmj4 r, ’ 
LEMMA 2.2. Under the action of 
we have 
(a) F”(g(t, 7)) = ekxic(cr + d)az F”(t, z)‘; 
(b) if PI 0% = PI W’k, 
F;Z-(gft, z)) = e2xic(n + Q@* F;(t, z)“. 
ProoJ Again by the transformation formulas of the theta-functions, we have 
e 
> 
-- 
e2njxicat B(m,t f a(cz + d), z) 
e(mjt, 4 
This obviously gives 
O(t + r, r) = q- ‘I2 e - “it Qt, r) 
qt + 1,T) = -qt, r). 
(a) of the lemma. 
With the condition Cj of = C, n,Z for each fixed point, the case for F$(t, z) is completely 
the same. cl 
Since F”(t, z)f and Fb(t, o)c are the Lefschetz numbers of some elliptic operators, the 
same proof as that of Lemma 1.3 gives the following. 
LEMMA 2.3. (a) If cl (X) E 0 (mod N), then F”(t, z)’ is holomorphic in (t, z) for t E R and 
TEH. 
(b) If cl(W) z 0 (mod N) and w2(X) = w2(W), then Fb(t, t)” is ho~omo~~h~c in the same 
dozen. cl 
For the rigidity of F”(t, z) this is the only essential place where we need the topological 
condition cr (X) E 0 (mod N) which insures the existence of Kc”, therefore the holomorphic- 
ity of F”(t, TY for r E R. While for Fb(t, T) the condition on equivarient Pontrjagin classes 
are used in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. But the conditions on cl and w2 are only essentially needed 
in Lemma 2.3. 
It is easy to see that the factor ennic(cr +d)a’, where n = I or k, does not affect the 
argument of the proof of the rigidity theorems for spin manifolds by the same method as in 
Section 1 we can prove the Witten rigidity theorems for almost complex manifolds from the 
above lemmas. 
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The first terms of the formal power series expansions of F”(t, z)f and Fk(t, r)e in q are of 
the forms a@ ZP and a@ (K-’ @ ZJ”’ ~3 I!,“~, respectively with -N < s < 1. So under 
the topological condition in the rigidity theorem, we have the rigidity of 
a 8 KsIN, a@ (K- l @ Ly @ L”‘N 
for -N < s < 1. The rigidity of $8 K”lN for -N < s < 1 was first proved by Hattori [ll]. 
Now let X and W be as above. Let us consider the following elements in 
KW)CCd’211 0 C: 
P,“(TX)= Q~==0AY-~4”T”X~~=lAyq”T’X~~=lS4”T’X~~=1S4”T”X 
Q;(TX)= ~~~lA_y-~q~-~i~T”X~l,m~1A_y~-~~~T’XQ),m~1S4~T’X~~~lS4~T”X 
R,“(TX) = ~~~lAy-~b-~~~T”X~,m~lAy~-~~~T’X~~~~lS~~T’X~~~lS4~T”X 
and more generally let 
P~(TXIW)=~~==0Ay-~4nWN~~=lAyq”W’~~=1S4”T’X~~=lS4”T”X 
Q,“(TXl W) = C3~&LY-~p W’8,m_lA_y~-~~~W’~~=1S4”T’X~~=1S4”T”X 
R,“(TXI W)= ~~=lAY-~$-1/2W”~~=lAy$-~izW’~~=lS4”T’X~’nm=lS4”TMX 
Here still y = e2xicr is a complex number. 
The following proposition can be viewed as a combination of the rigidity theorems for 
spin manifolds and for almost complex manifolds. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (a) Zf wz(X) = 0 and cl(X) = O(mod N), let D be the Dirac operator 
on X, then 50 Pi(TX), D 8 Qi(TX) and D @ Ri(TX) are rigid for y an Nth roof of unity. 
Zf cl (X) = 0 , they are rigid for any complex number y. 
(b) Zf w*(X)= wz(W)=O, cl(W)=O(modN) and pl(W),l =P~(X)~I, then c?@ 
(K-’ @L)‘/’ @I P:(TXj W) and D @I Ri(TX( W) are rigid for y an Nth root of unity. Zf 
cl(W) = 0, they are rigid for any complex number y. 
Proof: We only the sketch the proof of (a). For convenience, we still take a = l/N. Let 
P”(t, z), Q”(t, z) and R”(t, T) be the Lefschetz numbers of 88 Pi(TX), #/* D 8 Qi(TX ) and 
qyE D @ R,“(TX), respectively; then 
k 
P”k 7) = Y-k’2 c n 
81 (mjt + a, z) 
p j=l 
e(m,t z) 
J, 
Q”(t, c) = 1 i “2;jj;; ‘) 
p j=l 
R”(t, z) = 1 i “3;jj::; ‘) 
p j=l 7 
By using the transformation formulas of the theta-functions, one can easily check that, 
under the assumptions of the proposition, the action of 
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upto a complex constant, has the following effect: 
pa(g(t, r)) = ekric(cr +d)a2Sa(t, z) 
where S”(t, r)c is the Lefschetz number of one of the following three elliptic operators: 
a@ K~a B p;(cT+4 (TX), D @ Kc’@ Q~‘c”d’(TX) and D @I Kc” @ R,“‘cr+d’(TX). Similarly 
for Q@(r, ) and R”(t, z). With this one can use the same arguments as in the spin case to get 
the rigidity. cl 
If cl = 0, then K and L are trivial. Lemmas 2.1-2.3 hold for any positive integer N. So 
80 Oi(TX) and a@ (K-’ @L)“’ 8 C$(TXI W) and their modular transformations are 
rigid for c1 = 0 manifolds or bundles and any positive integer N, or equivalently for any 
root of unity y. Since roots of unity are dense in the unit circle, we get that the rigidity 
theorem holds for any complex number y in the unit circle, therefore for any complex 
number, since F” and Fk are analytic functions of y. We omit the discussion of the c1 = 0 
cases in Proposition 2.1. 
3. VIRTUAL ELLIPTIC GENERA 
In this section we consider the virtual versions of the elliptic operators in the Witten 
rigidity theorems. We will see that all of the Lefschetz numbers in this section satisfy 
transformation formulas of the same type. Also note that in Sections 1 and 2 we have to 
multiply the Lefschetz numbers by some “anomaly factors”, i.e. some rational powers of 4, 
to get modularity. All these anomaly factors will disappear here. From the point of view of 
modularity virtual elliptic genera are much more natural than their originals. But we cannot 
see how to derive them directly from the geometry of loop spaces. A natural derivation may 
not need the regularization procedure by zeta-function. 
Let X and V be as before, i.e. X is a spin manifold with an S’-action and I/ is an 
equivariant vector bundle with structure group Spin (21). Assume p1 (I’),1 = pl (X),1. Let 
0: (TX), = @~=,A,,(TX - dimX)@,“=,S,,(TX - dimX) 
O,(TX), = @~=,A_,~-uz(TX - dimX) @,“=,&(TX - dimX) 
O-,(TX), = @~ZIA,n-~/z(TX - dimX)@z=,+(TX - dimX) 
and more generally let 
O,(TXI V), = @~EIA_qn-~l~(V -dim V) @~=lS,,(TX - dim X) 
O-,(TXIV),= @~ZIAq~-~~~(V-dimV)@,,“=lS,,(TX-dimX) 
These elements are obtained by simply replacing TX and I’ in the Witten elements in 
the introduction by their virtual versions (TX - dimX) and (V - dim V), respectively. 
Let us denote the Lefschetz numbers of 2-‘d,@ Ob(TX),, D@@,(TX), and 
DC3@-,(TX), by Fd,(t, T)“, F,(t, z), and F_& z),, respectively. 
Similarly, let us denote the Lefschetz numbers of 2-'0 @ A(V) @ O;(TX 1 V),, 
D@@,(TXIJ%, DO@-,(TXIV), and 2-‘D@(A+(V)-A-(V))@O:(TXlV), by 
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FI(t, r),, FL@, r),, FY,(t, r), and Fi.(t, r)“, respectively. Then we have 
8’(0, rr k 81 (mjt, Z) 
Fd,(t, r), = (2xi)-k 1 k l-I 
P ~I(03 z) j=l d(mjt, 7) 
@(O, r)” k Oz(t?ljt, T) 
F,(t, z)” = (2ni)-k 1 k l-l 
p 02(Q T) j= 1 8(mjt, 4 
W(0, r)k k 8J(mjt, z) 
F_,(t, z), = (27ti)-k CT I-I 
P 03(0, r) j=l e(mj4 z) 
where 
and 
Wo, 7) = t et4 at=O, e,(o, z) = e,(t, T)ll=o 
FL(t, T), = (2rci)-” 1 
ev,mt=,el(~Yt,4 
P e1 (0, 3’ l& 1 O(mj4 3 
F,Y(t, T), = (2rti)-‘C 
ww~n:dw~) 
P e2 (0, 3’ I$= 1 +jt, 4 
F!I,(t, z), = (2rtQmk C 
~(0,r)%=,e3(nYt,r) 
P e3(o, 3’ n”,= 1 d(mjt, 4 
FI;,(t, z), (2ni)‘-k 1 el(0, z)~-I I-It= 1 wu, 4 = 
P I& 1 f%jt, 4’ 
As can be easily seen, the F,‘s and Fr’s are exactly the normalizations at t = 0 of the 
correspoding F’s and F”‘s. 
The following lemma is a simple corollary of the transformation formulas of the theta- 
functions. 
LEMMA 3.1. (a) Under the actions of S and T, we have 
= ~kF~k %, Fd,k 7 + 1)” = Fd.@, ‘& 
= rkF_&, &, F& 7 + 1)” = F-r& 4 
= rk F;(t, T)“, F,YS(t, 7 + 1)” = FL(t, z), 
= rk FL&, r)“, F’,(t, z + 1) = F!,(t, .t) 
= .rk-IF;&, T),, F;&, T + 1)” = F;.(t, z),. 
Now we discuss the almost complex case. Let W and X be as in Section 2 and 
O:(TX), = @I~=~A_,-I,,(T”X - dimX) @c=, A-,,.(T’X - dimX) 
@zzl &(T’X - dimX) @zzl S,.(T”X - dimX); 
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O”,(TXl W), = @~~0A-Y-~4#F’N - dim W) @,“=oA_ypn(W’ - dim W) 
@zZISqn(T’X -dimX)@,“,,S&‘*X -dimX). 
These two elements are obtained by simply replacing T’X, 7”‘X and W’, W” by their 
virtual versions in @“(TX) and @(TX1 W). Let F”(t, r), and F$(t, z), be the corresponding 
Lefschetz numbers of 8-a Oi(TX), and 80 (K-r 0 L)“’ 0 Oi(TX( W),, respectively. 
Then we have 
B’(O, rr k 8 Mjt + tl, Z) 
F”(t, 7)” = (27ri)-k 17 I-I' 
p e(% r) j=1 o(mjtv z, 
@(O, 7)” n’,=, 8(n,t -t f&z) 
Fg(t, 7)" = (ai)-k C ----i 
p 8(%4 nje<mjt* t, . 
It is easy to see that F”(t, r), and F&(t, r), are also the normalizations of F”(t, z) and 
Fb(t, 2) at t = 0. 
Let F”(t, r): and Fk(t, z)G be the corresponding virtual versions of F”(t, T)’ and F&(t, r) 
in last section; then it is not difficult to see that 
F”(t, 7): = (2RQwk C e2xicaCmlr 8’ (0,7)” k II 
qmjt + a (CT + d), 7) 
P B(a(cz + djk j= 1 8 (mj4 7) 
fit=, B(n,t + a(cz + d), T) 
ni= le(mj4 T) ’ 
LEMMA 3.2. Under the action of g = 
we have 
(a) F”(g(t, z)), = (CT + d)kFE(t, r):; 
(‘4 if PI (X)s~ = Gaul, then 
F;(g(t, z)), = (CT + dfk. F;(t, 7%. 
Proof. One only needs to note that 
enicu*(cT + ‘1 @fez + d), t) 
= x(g)(cz + d)3’2 e,(O, 2). 
Here K(g) is a root of unity. The unwanted factors exactly cancel each other. cl 
It is interesting to note that here we do not need anomaly factors for the modularity. 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 tell us that all of the functions considered here satisfy transformation 
formulas of the same type. All of them are actually Jacobi forms of weight k and index 0 over 
some modular groups; [9]. 
Obviously Lemmas 1.3 and 2.3 still hold for the virtual versions. Therefore, the method 
in Section 1 tells us that Lemmas 1.3 and 3.1 imply the rigidity theorems for spin manifolds; 
Lemmas 2.3 and 3.2 imply the rigidity theorems for almost complex manifolds. The virtual 
versions for the cl (X) = 0 case are contained in the almost complex case as we have seen in 
the last section. We leave the discussions of the virtual versions of Proposition 2.1 to the 
reader. 
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4. GENERALIZATIONS OF RIGIDITY 
In this section we first give two examples of elliptic genera of level 1. Here by level 1, 
without confusing with the level of loop group representations, we mean their invariance 
under the full modular group SL,(Z). Then we give some more general rigidity theorems by 
using theta-functions. 
Example 4.1. This is an elliptic genus of level 1 for spin manifolds. Let X be a compact 
smooth spin manifold of dimension 2k. Consider 
D 0 (A(X) 0 Oh(TX), + 2%,(TX), + 2%_,(TX),). 
Its index can be computed by Atiyah-Singer index formula and is the integral over X of the 
following cohomology class: 
( >( fi zxj 8’ to3 T)k fi e1 txj, T, I @(O, z)k fi e,(Xj, T) I @(Q T)k fi 03(Xj, T) j=l KK?r)k=l e(Xj,r) 82(0,j=f e(xj,z) e,(4jj=l 8(xj,z) ) 
where { f 2xixj) are the formal Chern roots of TX @ C. The transformation formulas of 
theta-functions immediately give its modular property under the action of SL,(Z). 
Example 4.2. This is an elliptic genus of level 1 for almost complex manifold with 
cl z 0 (mod N). Let X be a compact almost complex manifold with cl (X) = 0 (mod N). Let 
M: = l/N and consider 
a@ ( 1 KC” @ O;‘“+d’(TX)” B ) 
where the summation is for 
Let (2nixj) be the formal Chern roots of TX’. Then the index of this operator is given by the 
integral of the following cohomology class over X: 
One can also check the invariance of this elliptic genus under the action of SL,(Z) by 
using the transformation formulas of theta-functions. In fact, for both examples one only 
needs to verify their transformations under S snd 7’. This is easy. Example 4.2 is more 
interesting for SU-manifolds. 
An interesting problem is to study the elliptic cohomology associated with these two 
elliptic genera. Also we would like to know their charactristic series. 
Our method actually gives more general rigidity theorems. Roughly speaking we can 
prove that, under a natural assumption, the Dirac operator on loop spaces twisted 
by higher-level loop group representations of positive energy is rigid. The Witten 
rigidity theorems are the special cases of level 1 representations. We only sketch two 
generalizations of the Witten rigidity theorems here. These can be viewed as special 
cases of higher level rigidity theorems. The detailed proofs and other generalizations are 
discussed in [21]. 
Let us first consider spin manifold case. Let X be a compact smooth spin manifold of 
dimension 2k with an S ‘-action and V be an equivarient spin vector bundle of dimension 21 
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on it. We define the following elements in K(X)[[$‘2~]: 
A4(V) = A(Y)@ @,“=,A,n(V -dimV) 
B,(V) = a,“=, A-qa-~~~(V - dim V) 
C,(V) = @)nm=tArpe-~,z(V -dim V). 
These three elements are the “twisting” parts of O;(TXl v),, @,&TX1 v), and 
O-,(TXj V),, respectively. 
THEOREM A’ (Generalization of the Witten rigidity theorem for spin manifolds). For 
three non-negatiue integers, a, b, c assume that the S’-action lifs to ‘v and (a + b -k c)p, (V)p 
= p1 (X),1, then 
D@ @z=,S&TX -dimX)@A,(V)@‘“@B,(V)QPb@CCq(Y)oc 
is rigid. 
In fact, one can write down the Lefschetz number of this operator which we denote by 
F&(t, z) in terms of the theta-functions: 
Using the condition (a + b + c)p, (IQ = p1 (X)s 1 which implies the equality (a + b + c) 
CVnz = C j rni for each fixed point, one can prove that, under the action of S and T, we have 
S:F,V,(t, 2) --+ TkFo;&, 7) 
T : Fa& ft, 7) -+ Fa:b (6 7). 
By our proof of the Witten rigidity theorems in Section 1, one knows that this is actually 
enough for the rigidity. 
It is interesting to note that, when two of the three integers a, b, c are zero, the above 
generalization follows from the Witten rigidity theorem in Section 1. In fact, 
A,(@, I? = A,(V? Pi (X)9 = UP, (I+ = Pi (6, Ylsl- 
Similarly for B,(V), C,(V). As an interesting corollary we get the following. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Assume that p1 (X),1 = a *pl (V),t for some non-negatiue integer a, then 
I) @ A(V)@’ is rigid for any non-negative integer r < a. 
If pi(X) = 0, we can get another level 1 elliptic genus which is the index of 
One can get similar generalization of the rigidity theorem for almost complex manifolds 
by taking tensor product. Let X and W be as in Section 2 and define 
with y = eZxia Assume ct (W) SE 0 (modN) for some positive integer N and let ai = i/N. . 
Then we have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM B’ (Generalization of the Witten rigidity theorem for almost complex mani- 
folds I). Assume cl(W) = 0 (mod N), w*(X) = wZ(W) = 0 and pI(X)sl = mpl(W)sl for 
some integer m. Then 
D@JL~‘~ ~,“=,S,,T’X~~==lS,T”X~D~,(W)~ .+. @D?(W) 
is rigid. 
Here {ij> is a set of integers with 0 < ij < N and D is the Dirac operator on X which 
exists by the assumption wZ(X) = 0. In fact, D = a@ K- ‘j2 If m is even we do not need the . 
condition w2(W) = 0. 
For c, d two integers which are prime to each other, let 
E:“(W)= ~nm_oA_y;,q.Wn~nm=lA_y,qnWf 
with yC = e2nicc(cr + d, and o! = l/N. Then 
THEOREM B” (Generalization of the Witten rigidity theorem for almost complex mani- 
folds II). Under the some assumptions as in the generalization I, 
D @ L4 f @I,“=, Cj ~~==lS,,T’X~,“=,S,nT”X~Ef’a(W)~ .a. @Eg”“(W) 
is rigid. 
Here {Cj, dj) are integers which satisfy (cj, dj) = 1. Once one writes down the Lefschetz 
numbers of the above elliptic operators, their rigidity immediately follows the transforma- 
tion formulas of theta-functions and the same argument as in Section 1. 
Let F(t, z) be the Lefschetz number of one of the elliptic operators in the above sections. 
Our proof of the rigidity theorems can be summarized into the following two steps: 
(1) F(t, r) is doubly periodic. This needs the action group to be compact such that the 
exponents are integers. Here also comes into play the condition on equivariant Pontrjagin 
classes. 
(2) Up to some factors independent of t, any modular transformation of F(t, T) is still 
the Lefschetz number of some elliptic operators. This needs the condition on equivariant 
Pontrjagin classes to cancel some unwanted factors and the spin conditions on manifolds 
and vector bundles to get the elliptic operators. 
We call (2) the modular invariance. It naturally finds its home in the representation 
theory of loop groups and affine Lie algebras. 
An interesting example is the non-spin manifold CP2 on which Fd,(t, t) is perfectly 
well-defined as the Lefschetz number of an elliptic operator. But Fo(t, z) can only be defined 
formally, since the Dirac operator does not exist. It is easy to see that F,(t, z) has a polar 
divisor t = 1. Since 
FD i, -; = Fds(t,r) ( ) 
our argument ells us that Fd,(t, z) should have t = z as a polar divisor. This is the case as 
one can directly verify [S]. 
Now we give some general remarks about elliptic genera. The indices of the three elliptic 
operators d, 63 @h( TX),, D @ O,( TX), and D @ 0 _J TX), are called the universal elliptic 
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genera for spin manifolds. There are some equivalent characterizations of them by func- 
tional equations, by multiplicativity for spin fibrations and by rigidity for S’-action in 
[22,23]. See the appendix for the discussions of their functional equations. 
(1) From the appendix, we see that the modular invariance is implicit in the functional 
equations of the three universal elliptic genera. So we can say that their rigidity is 
intrinsically contained in their functional equations. In fact, once we write down the 
characteristic series of these three universal elliptic genera, their rigidity, functional equa- 
tions and other properties are consequences. 
(2) Since the characteristic series of the universal elliptic genera are ratios of theta- 
functions of the form 
for j = 1,2, 3, one would like to ask whether other ratios of these theta-functions, for 
example, 
e(4 r) ej(", z, 
Oj(U, 7) 8’(0, Z) ’ 
also give characteristic series of some rigid elliptic genera. This is not true. The trouble is 
that one cannot define A(X)-’ geometrically in Z+(X), the equivariant K-group of X. 
Therefore, one cannot cancel poles on the unit circle. We do not pursue this point here. One 
can also see the non-rigidity by looking at the functional equations of hese “new” ratios. The 
logarithms of their general do not satisfy the standard functional equation of elliptic genera, 
y* = 1 - 26x2 + &X4 
with 6, E certain modular forms. But we note that they do satisfy some quartic equations of 
the form 
y* = x4 - 2crx* + p 
with CI, B some non-trivial forms; see the appendix. 
5. THE GENERAL FIXED POINT CASE 
In this section, we extend all of the above discussions to the general fixed point case. 
Obviously, we only need to verify those transformation formulas used in the proofs of the 
rigidity theorems. 
We only consider the spin case and the transformation formulas between F& T) and 
F,(t, r). We leave the other cases, which are completely the same, to the interested reader. 
Let {X,> be the fixed submanifolds of the circle action and 
TXIx.=&O ... @E,,@TXa 
be the equivariant decomposition with respect o the S’-action. We denote the Chern root 
of E, by 2rcix and the Chern roots of TX, @ C by ( + 2rtiyj). Assume that g acts on E, by 
e2rrimyt. Then the Lefschetz number of d, @I Ob(TX) is 
Fd.(t, 7) = 1 ( fj 2niYjFl (Yj, T) x, j=l >( ye1 Fl by + m,4 4) CXal 
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where 
and 2k, is the dimension of X,. The Lefschetz number of qek’*D 0 O,(TX) is 
where 
FD(C 7) = C fi 2xiYjFz(Yj, r)) i (F2(X, + my4 7) CXJ 
X. j=l y=l > 
02 (x, 7) F2(x,r)=i-l- 
w, 7) . 
For simplicity, we only check the action of S, the general case is only notationally more 
complicated. We have 
= ( -i)k C 
( 
fi (27CiYjF2 (rYj, r) 
)( 
I?I Fz(rx, + m,4 r) cx.1. 
X, j=l y=l > 
But 
( jbl (yjF2(7Yj, 7)) ( fJl F2(7xY + mYty ‘)) cxa3 
= jfil (YjF2(Yj9 7, 
( )( 
which can be easily verified by looking at the k,th homogeneous terms of the polynomials in 
x’s and y’s on both sides. Here note that, for the F”‘s, one needs to use the condition on 
equivariant Pontrjagin classes to cancel the unwanted factors. Therefore, 
= (- i)kFD(t, 7) 
as in the isolated fixed point case. This transformation formula can also be used to complete 
the argument in [S] to prove the rigidity of D @I O,(TX) from the rigidity of d, @ ab(TX) 
in general. 
6. ELLIPTIC GENERA AND ELLIPTIC MODULAR FUNCTIONS 
In this section we collect some formulas relating the universal elliptic genera to classical 
elliptic functions. It is interesting to note that the characteristic series of the three universal 
elliptic genera discussed by Witten in [26] are exactly those “root functions” discussed in 
detail in [S]. 
The proofs of the formulas in this section can either be obtained by directly comparing 
polar divisors or be found in [S]. We content ourselves with only giving formulas. 
Let O(u, z), Ol (0, z), 132 (u, 7) and O3 (u, r) be the Jacobi theta-functions as in Section 1. For 
convenience, we will use the variable u = rru and still write them as Qu, T), 8, (u, z), 02(u, 7) 
and e3 (u, 7). The purpose of this change is to simplify the notations below, so that we need 
not to keep track of the factor II in the discussions. 
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Let R be the lattice generated by (n, rrr), QI by (rc, 27rz), !& by (271, RZ) and R3 by 
(K -rrr, 7c + RZ). Let ‘Q(u), a(u) and i(u) be the Weirstrass ‘lp-function, sigma-function and 
zeta-function associated to the lattice 252. We start from the Weistrass parametrization of 
the elliptic curve 
‘p’(t# = 4(lp(uY - s1V-J - 93 
= 4(%3(u) - e1)((4(u) - eA(CP(u) - e3). 
By looking at their poles and zeros, one finds that q(u) - ej for j = 1,2,3 have well-defined 
square roots on the whole u-plane. Define rj(U) such that 
h(U)’ = v(U) - f?j. 
Then each h(u) is an elliptic function with period lattice 20,. The functions fi (u), fi(u), f3 (u) 
are called the root functions in [S]. One obviously has 
fk” (u) - h’(u) = ej - eka 
Putting ‘p(u) =fi(u)’ + ej into the Weirstrass equation we get 
(2f,(u)f,‘(u))2 = 4f:(U)fi2(U)f:(U) 
or 
f;(u) = -fj(u)fk(“) 
with 1, j, k = 1,2,3. 
Let US write 8, = ej(O, r) for short. Then one has 
e3 - e2 = 8;, el - e3 = 6:, el - e2 = 0: 
see [8, p. 1761. 
We denote the characteristic series of d, @ 0; (TX),, D @ O,(TX), and D @ O-,(TX), 
by f,(x), fD(x) and f-e(x), respectively. Recall the indices of these operators are the 
so-called universal elliptic genera. We have 
f-D(U) = f ~(~~;~~:bo,:;). 
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The following are a series of relations between these three elliptic genera and classical 
elliptic functions: 
(1) The relation between elliptic genera and root functions: 
_A (4 = 2i_U4 fib) = 2ifd4, .f3b4 = 2i_f-A4 
(2) The functional equations of elliptic genera: 
fd:(u), = (fa,M2 - ~~:)(L&2 - W) 
Mu)’ = (f&2 + t G) (_Lm2 + $0 
f&(u)’ = (f-o(u)2 + ae:, (f-o(u)’ - $3:). 
These formulas can be easily obtained by using the above derivative formulas of J(u). 
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Let g*(x), where * denotes d,, D or -D, be a function such that 
g*(x) is called the logarithm of the elliptic genus associated with f,(x). In fact, it is quite easy 
to show that 
m v*(CPzn+l)UZn+l 
g*(")=nFo 2n+l 
where cp.+ is the genus associated with u f, (u). 
From (2) one finds that G,(u) = g; 1 (u) satisfy the following functional equations: 
Gb,(~)2 = (1 - ~~~G,,(u)~)(~ - + ~;G,(u)~) 
GI,(u)~ = (1 + #G,(u)~) (1 + $e:G,,(u)‘) 
G’,,(u)~ = (1 + #G_,(u)~) (1 - @;‘G_.(u)‘). 
As a simple fact in elementary function theory, one has 
(3) The logarithms of elliptic genera: 
X gd,(x) = 
s 0 J$e43 
U2)(i -:e&~2) 
x 
CID(X) = 
SJ 
dU 
0 (1 -$e:u2)(i -te:u2) 
g-,(x) = 
du 
(1 - :e:u2)(i -+efu2) 
Note that the quartic equation in the square root inside the integral of g.+ (x) is exactly the 
functional equation of g; 1 (u) = llf, (u). 0 ne can compare these with the standard equation 
of elliptic genera 
y2 = 1 - 28x2 + &X4 
as given by Ochanine to get the following formulas: 
Ford,@ q(Tx),: 6 =$(e: + e:), E =&e,"e: 
For 00 O,(Tx),: 6 = -$(e;'+ e:), E =&efe: 
For08 O_,(Tx),: s=+(ef-e;), E= -&e:e;. 
These expressions of 6’s and E’S are used in [ 193 to derive a general miraculous cancellation 
formula. 
In the following equations we will just use h(u) for convenience. One can easily get the 
corresponding formulas for f,(u) by plugging in the factor 2i. 
(4) Formal group laws of elliptic genera: 
A(u + u) Jwx~)h(~) -fiwwh(u) 
fiw2 -f;(42 
Jmfi’(4 -f;W_h’W 
f*(u)2 -fi(u)’ 
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where ljk is any permutation of 123. For the proof of this formula, see [8, p. 651 where the 
above formulas are derived from the formula for ‘$(u + u). 
(5) Elliptic genera and the Jacobi elliptic modular functions: Let z = tI:u; then 
CS(Z) = epj+), ns(z)= e;zf2(g, ds(z) = e;zf3(g 
are three of the Jacobi elliptic modular functions. One has the following relations: 
1 
sn(z) = - 
cs (z) ds (z) 
ns(z) ’ 
en(z) = - 
ns (z) ’ 
dn(z) = -. 
ns (4 
We refer the detailed discussions of the Jacobi elliptic modular functions to [8] or [7]. See 
[8, pp. 64-691 for the functional equations of these functions. 
(6) Elliptic genera and sigma-functions: 
h(u) = E for j = 1, 2, 3 
where 
~j(U) = 
e”j”a(u + uj) 
u twj) 
with 
WI = It, co2 = XT, 03 = 7t(l + 0) 
and 
qj = [(U + 2Oj) - c(U)* 
Actually, the above ej, for j = 1,2,3, is equal to ‘$((wj). 
There are more formulas relating the universal elliptic genera to elliptic functions. We 
would like to discuss the details in a subsequent paper. 
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APPENDIX: THE MODULAR TRANSFORMATION OF THETA-FUNCTIONS 
There are many different proofs for the modular transformation formulas of the four 
Jacobi theta-functions in literature. Most of them use Poisson summation formula or the 
heat equation satisfied by the theta-functions. Here we want derive these transformation 
formulas directly from the Fourier transform. This proof can also be found in the text books 
about elliptic functions. 
We first look at &(u, T) which has the following infinite sum expression, 
f,j3 (“, T) = f eairn” + 2tinv~ 
“=-a) 
We will prove 
O3 (4 --!) = Jnzm enir(n+v)’ 
which, from replacing II by u/r, gives 
Assume u is real, r is purely imaginary, we compute the Fourier expansion 
if 
errir(n + v)’ _ 
n=-m 
- kzm cke2nikv. 
By definition, we have 
ck = s dnzme rrir(n + v)* - 2niku dv 
s 
m 
= e airs’ - 2zikv du 
-‘X 
s a, - =e aik’/s enir(u - k/r)' dv. -UI 
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Setting z = iy with y > 0 and 
Then 
=e - nk=/y 
Then analytic continuation finishes the proof. For other theta-functions, we use the 
relations 
b(v, 7) = &(u + 394, 
O1 (u, z) = (!I3 (u + 4 z, 7) exiTI exi”, 
etu, 7) = e3(v + f + fz, 2) exir’4elri”( -i). 
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